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PetSafe Busy Buddy Kibble Nibble Meal Dispensing Dog Toy

Randomly dispenses treats while your dog plays with it

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.Mixes food and exercise for a fun dog toy that keeps your pet in

shapeFor dogs over 20 poundsUnscrews for easy fillup and cleaningNew packaging, same great product Product DescriptionGSDsite.comSize:SmallPremier Busy

Buddy Kibble NibbleThe Busy Buddy line of toys was developed to give you and your dog toys and treats that provide longer lasting playtime, to help protect items

in your home from destructive chewing.The Busy Buddy line of dog toys and treats is designed for longer lasting playtime. Busy Buddy treat holding or treat

dispensing toys encourage dogs to interact with the toys longer. This built-in gratification system keeps them actively engaged and can be used as a part of your dog’s

treat routine, instead of giving them high calorie treats that they consume all too quickly.The Busy Buddy Kibble Nibble appeals to your dog’s natural instincts by

enticing him to actively engage in mealtime. It stimulates your dog’s sight, smell, hearing, touch and taste. He can see and smell the food and hear it rattle. Dogs are

positively rewarded when kibble dispenses from the two patented Treat Meter™ openings, which can be adjusted to dispense kibble more rapidly if your dog finds

the toy too challenging.TreatsWe recommend using dry or slightly moist treats. You may find that you need to use smaller treats at first, so they come out faster,

rewarding your dog as he plays. Once your dog becomes more experienced with the Kibble Nibble, you can begin using larger treats. They will come out more

slowly and make the Kibble Nibble more of a challenge for him. Remember to stock up on Buddy-Ohs!™ treats for longer lasting playtime.
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